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1822. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER XV. Effect of
the Defeat on Long Island--State of the
Army--Negotiation
with
Lord
Howe--Preparations of the Enemy for
cutting off the communication between the
main
army
and
the
Eastern
States--Shameful
flight
at
Efipps
Bay--Evacuation
of
JVewYork--Reflections--Arrangement of
Congress for a rigorous prosecution of the
War--Spirited conduct of the troops who
had lately fled at the approach of an
Enemy--Retreat to the White Plains--Loss
of Fort Washington--Evacuation of Fort
Lee--Melancholy
prospect
of
the
Americans--Reflections,
The
effect
produced on the minds of the militia by
their recent defeat on Long Island, may be
seen by the following extracts from letters
written by officers, high in command,
among the Americans. General Mercer,
who commanded the flying camp, wrote
thus on the subject: General Washington
has not, so far as I have seen, five thousand
men to be depended upon for the service of
a campaign, and I have not one thousand.
Both our armies are composed of new
militia, perpetually fluctuating between the
camp and their farms. These are not a
match for, were their numbers equal,
veteran troops, well fitted and urged on by
able officers. Numbers and discipline must
prevail at last. Giving soldiers, or even the
lower orders of mankind, the choice of
officers, will forever mar the discipline of
armies. General Mercer was right. That
cboice of officers entrusted to the common
soldier, was, of itself, enough to destroy all
subordination. The officers became
dependent upon their men; and they who
would concede most, be most familiar, and
least rigorous, Vol. i. 60 were always sure
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of preference. Few men will voluntarily
elect masters. And no officer can be useful,
unless he is master of his soldiers.
Washington began soon after his r...
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government and were major .. [show]. v t e. The Age of Enlightenment
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